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Abstract
Remote sensing technology for the study of Earth and its environment has led to “Big Data” that,
paradoxically, have global extent but may be spatially sparse. Furthermore, the variability in the mea-
surement error and the latent process error may not fit conveniently into the Gaussian linear paradigm.
In this paper, we consider the problem of selecting a predictor from a finite collection of spatial predic-
tors of a spatial random process defined onD, a subset ofd-dimensional Euclidean space. Critically,
we make no statistical distributional assumptions other than additive measurement error. In this non-
parametric setting, one could use a criterion based on a validation dataset to select a spatial predictor
for all of D. Instead, we propose local criteria based on validation data to select a predictor at each
spatial location inD; the result is a hybrid combination of the spatial predictors, which we call a locally
selected predictor (LSP). We consider selection from a collection of some of the classical and more re-
cently proposed spatial predictors currently available. In a simulation study, the relative performances
of various LSPs, as well as the performance of each of the individual spatial predictors in the collection,
are assessed. “Big Data” are always challenging, and here we apply LSP to a very large global spatial
dataset of atmosphericCO2 measurements.
1 Introduction
With the advent of remote sensing technology, larger spatial datasets are becoming more available and,
consequently, there has been an increasing number of spatial predictors proposed for large spatial datasets.
Some of the more recent spatial predictors include: predictive processes (Banerjee et al., 2008; Finley et al.,
2009), Fixed Rank Kriging (Cressie and Johannesson, 2006, 2008; Shi and Cressie, 2007), a stochastic
partial differential equation approach (Lindgren et al., 2011), and lattice kriging (Nychka et al., 2012).
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Furthermore, there are many other methods for spatial prediction currently available that one could use (see,
e.g., Cressie, 1993, see, Section 5.9).
Hence, there is a clear practical need for developing criteria to select spatial predictors; that is, there
are many different spatial predictors available and, for a given dataset, we would like to base our choice
of predictor on statistical criteria rather than familiarity. Fortunately, there is a rich literature available on
predictor (or model) selection using criteria (see, e.g., Mallows, 1973; Akaike, 1974; Stein, 1981; Efron,
1983, 1986; Ronchetti and Staudte, 1994; Konishi and Kitagawa, 1996; Ripley, 1996; Ronchetti, 1997;
Shao, 1997; Burnham and Anderson, 1998).
Here, we make a distinction between criteria for predictor selection and criteria for model selection. A
broad view ofmodel selectionincludes not only choosing from a set of competing probability measures,
but more specifically could involve choosing from parameters in a parameter space that defines the set of
probability measures (Burnham and Anderson, 1998). This is similar to, but different from, the problem
of predictor selection, which refers to selecting estimators of an unobserved hidden random process. This
distinction between model selection and predictor selection was formally pursued by Vaida and Blanchard
(2005) and developed further by Huang and Chen (2007), Liang et al. (2008), Greven and Kneib (2010), and
Muller et al. (2013). In this paper, we specifically consider predictor selection for spatial data.
Although the literature on predictor selection is expansive for non-spatially referenced data, it is rather
limited in thespatial-data setting. In a recent paper, Zhu et al. (2010) has called for more research on the
topic, and since then several papers have appeared (Chen et al., 2010; Bradley et al., 2011; Chen and Huang,
2011a,b; Lai et al., 2012).
The traditional approach to predictor (or model) selection is to select a single predictor (or model) that
minimizes an estimate of a criterion (Burnham and Anderson, 1998). TheAkaike information criterion
(AIC) (Akaike, 1974) and theBayesian information criterion(BIC) (Schwarz, 1978) are common choices
for model selection criteria. Both of these criteria represent estimates of the expected value of the Kullback-
Leibler divergence (Kullback and Leibler, 1951). Efron (1983, 1986), and Hastie et al. (2009) consider using
training and validation data to select predictors assuming only that measurement errors are additive; here,
the criterion involves no parametric assumptions. Other nonparametric selection criteria are also available,
including cross-validation and covariance penalized squared error (see, Efron, 2004, and the references
therein). “Big Data” are desirable in this setting since the dataset is divided into pieces: a training dataset
(to compute the predictors), a validation dataset (to select each predictor based on an empirical criterion),
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and perhaps a testing dataset (to evaluate the selected predictor) (Hastie et al., 2009).
Hence, minimizing an empirical criterion is a viable approach to selecting a spatial predictor, since
large spatial datasets are common. Furthermore, the use of an empirical criterion avoids having to rely on
Gaussian data-model and Gaussian process-model assumptions for a spatial predictor’s optimality. Here, we
consider the use of a validation dataset to define empirical criteria for spatial-predictor selection.
In this paper, we address the problem of selecting a predictor from a finite collection of spatial predictors
of a processY defined onD, a subset ofd-dimensional Euclidean space. In what follows, we shall call the
use of predictor selection criteria to select a single predictor for all ofD, global predictor selection, and the
resulting chosen predictor is called aglobally selected predictor(GSP). A natural extension of GSP, in the
spatial setting, is to select a possibly different spatial predictor ateachlocation inD. We call this approach
local predictor selection, which was introduced by Bradley et al. (2012). Clearly, there might be regions of
the spatial domain where different predictors are selected; the combination of these selections is a spatial
predictor we call alocally selected predictor(LSP).
An immediate application of LSP is tocomparea given set of spatial predictors. Specifically, maps of
the selected predictor can be used to describewh rea predictor is performing well in comparison to the
other predictors in the set of possible predictors. Thus, for a dataset under consideration, one can determine
whether or not an individual predictor dominates its competitors over the entire spatial domain.
Another application of LSP is tobtain a more precise spatial predictorthan GSP. Obviously, it not
necessarily true that the predictor with smallest total squared prediction error (i.e., a GSP) has minimum
squared prediction error at each individual spatial location in the domain of interestD. Bradley et al. (2012)
show empirically that LSP can improve total squared prediction error. In this paper, we give a thorough
development of LSP from both theoretical and practical standpoints.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the LSP methodology,
including the statistical model used in this paper, the formal definition of LSP, and theoretical justifications.
Then, in Section 3, we provide practical details on the implementation of LSP, including the steps of our
local-spatial-predictor-selection algorithm. In Section 4, a simulation study is used to demonstrate that LSP
outperforms GSP in terms of total squared prediction error. In Section 5, we implement LSP for a very
large spatial dataset of mid-troposphericCO2. We conclude with a discussion in Section 6, and we provide
technical material in the Appendix.
4
2 Locally Selected Predictor Methodology
In this section, we define the LSP methodology. Specifically, we present the statistical model (Section 2.1),
a generic definition of the LSP (Section 2.2), and a theoretical justification of the LSP (Section 2.3).
2.1 Statistical Model for Spatial Predictor Selection
We assume that observed and potential data have the following additive structure:
Z(u) = Y (u) + ǫ(u); u ∈ D, (1)
whereZ(u) represents a datum at a spatial locationu ∈ D, Y (·) is ahiddenprocess,ǫ(·) is a measurement-
error process independent ofY (·), andD ≡ {uj : j = 1, ..., N} ⊂ Rd is a spatial lattice ind-dimensional
Euclidean space. In practice,D is a fine-resolution regular lattice or a possibly irregular lattice of small
areas, with a finite number (N ) of locations. The processY (·) is the source of spatial dependence in the




< ∞, for all
u ∈ D. We assume thatǫ(·) is a white-noise process with mean zero and variance,var (ǫ(·)) ≡ σ2ǫ v(·);
unless specified otherwise,σ2ǫ andv(·) are assumed unknown. That is, apart from the additive structure, (1)
makes very few assumptions and specifically no parametric assumptions.
We observe realizations from the processZ(·) at certain spatial locations inD and divide them into
training data and validation data. Thetraining data are contained in then-dimensional vectorZtrn ≡
(Z(strn1 ), ..., Z(s
trn
n ))
′ observed at locationsDtrn ≡ {strn1 , ..., s
trn
n } ⊂ D. Thesen data are used to predict
the processY (·) at all locationsD ≡ {u1, ...,uN}, wheren < N .




at locationsDval ≡ {sval1 , ..., s
val
m } ⊂ D, whereD
val ∩Dtrn = ∅. These validation data are used to evaluate
the “performance” of spatial predictors at locationsDval, wherem < N andm+ n ≤ N . For more on the
use of validation and training datasets to compare and select predictors, see Hastie et al. (2009).
Using the training dataZtrn, we compute a set of spatial predictors of the unobserved hidden process
Y (·) denoted as{Ŷ (k)(·,Ztrn) : k = 1, ...,K}, whereK ≥ 2 and Ŷ (k) is any real-valued function with
domainD×Rn. These spatial predictors are often motivated by statistical models that involve more assump-
tions onZtrn andZval than those given in (1), but that is inconsequential here. Our approach to comparing
and selecting spatial predictors allows us to compare predictors derived from different assumptions on the
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stochastic process or, possibly, predictors that are purely deterministic in nature. In Section 2.2, we provide
the technical details behind our approach to comparing and selecting spatial predictors.
2.2 Locally Selected Predictor (LSP)
We first consider an ideal setting where the predictor-selection criterion is based on an unobservable quantity,
an oracle (Donoho and Johnstone, 1994). The squared prediction error of thek-th predictor,Ŷ (k), at generic
prediction locationu is
SPE(k)(u,Ztrn) ≡ (Y (u)− Ŷ (k)(u,Ztrn))2; k = 1, ...,K. (2)
Minimizing (2) results in an oracle predictor since it depends on the unobservedY (u). From (2), we define
local spatial-predictor selection atu ∈ D, as follows. For a givenY (·), define
k̃(u,Ztrn) ≡ argmin
{
SPE(k)(u,Ztrn) : k = 1, ...,K
}
. (3)







the locally selectedoracle predictor,
Ỹ ≡ (Ŷ (k̃)(ui,Ztrn) : i = 1, ..., N)′, (4)
is optimal since it performs as well or better than any of thek = 1, ...,K spatial predictors. However, since
the unobserved{Y (u1), ..., Y (uN )} are used to computẽk andỸ, (4) is unavailable in practice.






(Z(s)− Ŷ (k)(s,Ztrn))2, (5)
whereHval(u) ⊂ Dval is a generic set of validation locations that are “close to”u, and|Hval(ui)| denotes
the number of elements contained in the setHval(ui); i = 1, ..., N .
Since the right-hand side of (5) can be calculated from the data (i.e., it is a statistic), we use the spatial
predictor that minimizes{LSVE(k)(ui,Ztrn;Hval) : k = 1, ...,K}. That is, the index of the selected
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predictor is, fori = 1, ..., N ,
k̂(ui,Ztrn;Hval) ≡ arg min
{
LSVE(k)(ui,Ztrn;Hval) : k = 1, ...,K
}
. (6)




trn;Hval))(ui,Ztrn) : i = 1, ..., N)′. (7)
Notice that different choices for{Hval(ui) : i = 1, ..., N} yield different LSPs.




trn;Dval))(ui,Ztrn) : i = 1, ..., N)′. (8)




based on various choices ofHval to show that local spatial-
predictor selection outperforms global spatial-predictor selection. Note that this is automatically true when
k̂ is replaced with̃k in (7) and (8), however we have already discussed how the oracle predictor based onk̃
is generally unavailable in practice.
Of course, one can replace the squared prediction error in (2) with other data-dependent criteria to create
new versions of (6) and (7). Bradley et al. (2012) considered a local empirical deviance information criterion,
which does not require the separation of observations into training and validation datasets. However, it is
defined most naturally for linear spatial predictors, and in this paper we wish to assume as little as possible
and do not distinguish between linear and non-linear spatial predictors.
In what follows, we shall use (5), (6), and (7) to define our LSPs. As a practical matter, we must specify
Hval, and in Section 2.3 we present several choices forHval.
2.3 Specification of LSPs
In the Appendix, we prove that forHval given by















; j = 1, ...,m. (10)
Thus,Ŷ
LSP
can be considered optimal at elements of the vector defined by the validation locationsDval =














; k = 1, ...,K. (11)
However, notice that (11) does not necessarily hold foru /∈ Dval. One of our strategies for selecting spatial
predictors is to defineHval(u) at all locationsu ∈ D.









for u /∈ Dval. However, we argue
that choices forHval other thanHval(u) = Dval, for all u ∈ D, which yields the GSP, can lead to spatial-
predictor selection with improved mean squared prediction error.







{u} if u ∈ Dval
Dval if u /∈ Dval.
(12)
Notice that we introduce a subscript in (12) to distinguishHval1 from a genericH
val. Here, LSP based on (6)
and (12) is optimal atu ∈ Dval and equals the relevant component of GSP in (8) at allu /∈ Dval. Thus, the
total mean squared prediction error of LSP based on (12) is smaller than or equal to the total mean squared















































Consequently, LSP based onHval1 in (12) outperforms GSP in terms of total mean squared prediction error.
However, one can conceive of many different choices ofHval, in addition to (12), that might lead to further
improvement in the total mean squared prediction error of the LSP.
Because of the form ofHval1 in (12), we expect that its associated LSP surface will have discontinuities.
Then a reasonable alternative would be to select a predictor atu /∈ Dval based on alocal average of the








{u} if u ∈ Dval
{s : s∈ Dval and ||s− u|| ≤ w} if u /∈ Dval,
(15)
wherew > 0 is prespecified. According to (6) and (15), atu /∈ Dval the selected predictor performs best
in terms of average squared validation error, averaged over validation locations within ad-dimensional ball
centered atu with radiusw. If LSVE(k)(u,Ztrn) in (5) is similar in value toSPE(k)(u,Ztrn) in (2), for
u /∈ Dval, thenHval2 is a viable alternative.
We also consider a related approach to (15) that we callnearest-neighborhood predictor selection
(NNS). Instead of selecting a spatial predictor based on the average squared validation error over valida-
tion locations within a ball of fixed radius centered atu, we select based on the average squared validation








{u} if u ∈ Dval
{s : s∈ Dval and ||s− u|| ≤ wg} if u /∈ Dval,
(16)
wherewg is theg-th largest value from among the values,|| val1 − u||, ..., ||s
val
m − u||. According to (6) and
(16), the model is selected that performs best in terms of average squared validation error, averaged over
validation locations within ad-dimensional ball centered atu, but now with an adaptive radius that contains
exactlyg nearest neighbors.
A different approach to (15) and (16) would be to choose a predictor at locationu based on a single,
well chosen neighbor. This leads us to an approach that we callVoronoi-polygon predictor selection(VPS).
Voronoi polygons (or Delaunay tesselations) are a partition of a spatial domain that are formed by nearest-
distance locus points of a finite set of locations in the domain. In our case, the locations in domainD are
{svalj : j = 1, ...,m}. Hence, one and only one validation location is contained within each Voronoi polygon
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Vj , for j = 1, ...,m. Further, for anyu ∈ Vj, ||u − svalj || ≤ ||u − sj′ ||; j
′ 6= j (e.g., Cressie, 1993, p. 374).
Then VPS is defined by,
Hval4 (u) ≡ {s
val
j : u ∈ Vj , j = 1, ...,m};u ∈ D. (17)
Notice that for eachi = 1, ..., N , Hval4 (ui) in (17) isequal to a single validation location, andH
val
4 (u) =
{u}, for u ∈ Dval ⊂ D.
Finally, we consider a maximal choice forHval based on averagingall squared validation errors. This
leads to the aforementioned GSP in (8). Define,
Hval5 (u) ≡ D
val;u ∈ D. (18)
In subsequent sections, we investigate the performance of LSP based onHval1 , ...,H
val
4 and GSP based on
Hval5 in terms of mean squared prediction error.
3 Locally Selected Predictor in Practice
In this section, we describe the LSP methodology from a practical perspective. Specifically, we provide a set
of competing predictors to select from (Section 3.1), and we set out the steps of our LSP algorithm (Section
3.2).
3.1 Spatial Predictors under Consideration
To implement the LSP methodology, we need to specify{Ŷ (k)(·,Ztrn) : k = 1, ...,K}. In this paper,
we consider local selection ofK = 7 well known spatial predictors, which are discussed below. One
of the most well known methods of spatial prediction iskriging, which is often associated with (but not
restricted to) classes of stationary covariance functions forY (·) (e.g., Cressie, 1993, Section 3.4). Spatial
predictions using kriging are obtained by minimizing the mean squared prediction error among the class of
linear unbiased predictors. The term kriging was first coined by Matheron (1963), although other disciplines
have used different terminology, such as optimal interpolation (e.g., Cressie, 1990). Since then, kriging with
stationary covariance functions has become a method of spatial prediction covered in standard textbooks
(e.g., Cressie, 1993; Banerjee et al., 2004; Schabenberger and Gotway, 2005; Cressie and Wikle, 2011).
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In this paper, we call this approachtraditional stationary kriging(TSK), and we computed it using the
R-package “geoR” version 1.7-4 (Ribeiro, Jr. and Diggle, 2012).
Another popular method of spatial prediction is known assmoothing splines(SSP). Spatial predictions
using smoothing splines are obtained by minimizing a penalized-least-squares criterion (Wahba, 1990; Ny-
chka, 2001). In subsequent sections, we computed SSP using the Matlab (Version 8.0) function “griddata.”
There are spatial prediction methods not based on optimizing a criterion, but they express, in anad
hoc way, that nearby observations receive more weight when predicting at a given location. For example,
negative-exponential-distance weighting(EDW) is a simple spatial interpolation method where a datum’s
negative log weight is proportional to the Euclidean distance from the prediction location to the datum’s
location. Letdj(u) ≡ ||u − strnj || be the Euclidean distance betweenu ands
trn










In this paper, we wrote our own Matlab script to compute EDW.
Recently, Cressie and Johannesson (2006, 2008) have defined a method of prediction associated with the
spatial mixed effects (SME) model (Cressie and Johannesson, 2006, 2008) calledFixed Rank Kriging(FRK),
which seeks efficient calculation of the kriging predictor in the setting wheren is very-large-to-massive. The
spatial mixed effects model incorporates spatial dependence using a random linear combination of spatial
basis functions. The number of terms in this linear combination is specified to be much smaller than the
number of data pointsn, which is often called a “reduced-rank” approach to spatial prediction (Cressie and
Johannesson, 2008; Banerjee et al., 2008; Finley et al., 2009; Wikle, 2010). An advantage of a reduced-rank
approach is that the resulting FRK predictor can be computed very quickly. To compute the FRK predictor,
we used Matlab code provided by The Ohio State University’sSpatial Statistics and Environmental Statistics
(SSES) website (Katzfuss and Cressie, 2011b).
Banerjee et al. (2008) and Finley et al. (2009) also use a reduced-rank approach to define a spatial-
predictor called themodified predictive process(MPP). Their approach is to first predict random effects,
which they call the predictive process. Then, predictions ofY (·) are found by multiplying the prediction
of the random effects by a set of basis functions. To compute the MPP predictor, we used the R-package
“spBayes” (Finley et al., 2012).
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In contrast to FRK and MPP, Lindgren et al. (2011) do not use a reduced-rank approach. Instead, the
random effects are specified to be a Gaussian Markov random field with a precision (i.e., inverse covariance)
matrix chosen in a such way thatcov(Y (u + h), Y (u)) is close to a Matérn covariance function. Lindgren
et al. (2011) call their method the “SPDE approach,” where SPDE is shorthand for stochastic partial dif-
ferential equation. In this paper, we refer to their SPDE approach as simply SPD. By parameterizing the




. To compute the SPD predictor, we
used the R-package “inla” (Rue et al., 2009; H. Rue, 2012).
A similar approach is calledlattice kriging (LTK) (Nychka, 2001). Again, a low-rank approach is
avoided here, by assuming that the random-effects component of the spatial model follows a first-order
vector autoregressive process. Specifically, the random-effects components are ordered according to the
index of the knots used to compute spatial basis functions, and the model is not invariant to changes in the
ordering. Computational efficiency is obtained for largen by using sparse-matrix techniques. To compute
the LTK predictor, we used the R package “LatticeKrig” (Nychka et al., 2012).
Consider the generic predictor, PRD. Then to predictY (u), we notate the predictor aŝY PRD(u,Ztrn).
For the seven predictors used in Sections 3-5, PRD = TSK, SSP, EDW, FRK, MPP, SPD, and LTK.
3.2 A Summary of the Spatial-Predictor Selection Methodology
We now set out the steps we take to compute the LSP based on the seven spatial predictors (Section 3.1)
and for a givenHval (Section 2.3). We give generic steps, however we acknowledge that in any particular
application, some modifications may be needed.
1. We start by computing theK (here,K = 7) spatial predictors. As was mentioned in Section 3.1,
there are many methods of spatial prediction available, both stochastic and non-stochastic, and the set
of predictors under consideration here was chosen from among the classical and the more recent.
2. For each of the seven predictors given in Section 3.1, we estimate the squared prediction error at each
locationui, for i = 1, ..., N , using a local average of the squared validation error given by (5). That is,
we calculate the values in the set,{LSVE(k)(ui,Ztrn;Hvalb ) : k = 1, ..., 7, i = 1, ..., N, b = 1, ..., 5}.




))(ui,Ztrn) : i = 1, ..., N)′; b = 1, ..., 5, where recall thatb = 5 in fact corresponds
to the GSP.
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4. We create maps of the spatial surfaces obtained from the following vectors,(k̂(ui Ztrn;Hvalb ) : i =
1, ..., N)′ and(Ŷ (k̂)(ui,Ztrn) : i = 1, ..., N)′. For eachb = 1, ..., 5, the map of̂k(·) can be used to
compare theK predictors under consideration. This map indicates regions ofD where a particular
predictor is preferred according to LSVE given by (5). For eachb = 1, ..., 5, the map ofŶ (k̂)(·,Ztrn)
can be used to visualize the LSP of the processY (·).
In Sections 4 and 5, we provide a simulation study and a real data analysis to exemplify the LSP de-
fined by Steps 1 through 4. Further, in the simulation study, we show that an LSP generally leads to an
improvement in total mean squared prediction error over that for the GSP.
4 A Simulation Study
In this section, we investigate statistical properties of our local approach to predictor selection using a
simulation study. We demonstrate the gains in predictive performance that can be achieved by using an LSP
as opposed to the GSP.
4.1 Simulation Set-Up
In what follows, a two-dimensional spatial domainD ≡ {u = (u1, u2)′ : u1 = −25, ..., 25, u2 =
−25, ..., 25} is considered. This gives a total ofN = 51 × 51 = 2, 601 spatial locations, at which ap-
proximately 50% (1,241 locations) have observations. For a given value ofY (·), we simulateZ(·) using
the model in (1) and the following assumptions:ǫ(·) is a Gaussian white-noise process,v(·) ≡ 1, andσ2ǫ
is obtained below using (20). Then the spatial random processY (·) is simulated according to a zero-mean
Gaussian process as follows:
Y (u) = S(u)′η + ξ(u); u ∈ D.
The vectorS(·) is defined as anN -dimensional vector of Fourier basis functions (e.g., Royle and Wikle,
2005). TheN -dimensional random vectorη is specified as a Gaussian process with mean zero and covari-
ance matrixK . The random processξ(·) is assumed to be a Gaussian white-noise process with mean zero
and varianceσ2ξ . The random processesν(·) andξ(·) are assumed to be independent.
TheN × N matrix K ≡ cov(η) is calibrated against the stationary exponential covariance function
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as follows. We choose positive-definiteK such that||SKS′ − Σ(0)||2F is minimized, where|| · ||F is the
Frobenius norm,S ≡ (S(uj) : j = 1, ..., N)′, and the(i, j)-th element ofΣ(0) is exp{−||ui − uj||/κ},
for ui,uj ∈ D. The Frobenius norm is given by||M ||F ≡ {trace(M ′M)}1/2 for a square matrixM . The
parameterκ > 0 of the exponential covariance function represents the strength of spatial dependence.
In this simulation study, we choose to fix the value of two parameters of our simulation model: the
amount of spatial dependenceκ used to calibrate the matrixK ≡ cov(η), and the amount of fine-scale
variationσ2ξ ≡ var (ξ(·)). Following Cressie et al. (2010), Bradley et al. (2011), and Katzfuss and Cressie
(2011a), we setκ = 5, which corresponds to an effective range of 15; and we calibrateσ2ξ by specifying the






The matricesK andSare specified above; consequently,race(SKS′) is known. Here, we considerFVP =
0.05 and solve (19) to obtainσ2ξ = 0.0526.
4.2 Factors of the Simulation Study
We consider four different factors in this simulation study: the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the proportion
of training data (PTD), the missing-data structure (MDS), and the LSPs (LSP). We now present the details
of these factors.
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
Notice that ifǫ(u) = 0, thenk̂(u) = k̃(u) by their definitions in (6) and (3). Thus, we expectσ2ǫ to have a







Sinceσ2ξ and the matricesK andSare specified above, we can solve (20) forσ
2
ǫ . We consider SNR = 5 (and
SNR = 10), which yieldsσ2ǫ = 0.2105 (andσ
2
ǫ = 0.1053). We consider SNR = 5 (labeled asSNR= 1) and
SNR = 10 (labeled asSNR= 2) as moderate and large values of SNR, respectively.
In what follows, we simulate 240 replicates of{Z(u) : u ∈ D} and{Y (u) : u ∈ D} with SNR= 1 and
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another 240 replicates of{Z(u) : u ∈ D} and{Y (u) : u ∈ D} with SNR = 2. We give an example of the
surfaces of simulated values ofZ(·) andY (·) for bothSNR= 1 andSNR= 2 in the top and bottom rows of
Figure 1, respectively.






Z(⋅) generated using SNR = 1






Y(⋅) generated using SNR = 1






Z(⋅) generated using SNR = 2
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Y(⋅) generated using SNR = 2
 
 
−3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3
Figure 1: Two realizations of the simulated spatial processZ(·) and Y (·), at two signal-to-noise ratios,
respectively. The top row is simulated usingSNR = 1 (moderate SNR) and the bottom row is simulated
usingSNR= 2 (high SNR).
Proportion of Training Data (PTD)
Recall that there aren training data{Z(u) : u ∈ Dtrn} andm validation data{Z(u) : u ∈ Dval}, where
Dtrn ∩Dval = ∅. Thus, there are a total ofm + n observations that need to be separated into training and
validation datasets. The separation of observed data into training and validation datasets has been looked at
by many (see, e.g., Amari et al., 1997; Guyon, 1997; Larsen and Goutte, 1999).
Let the proportion of training data bePTD ≡ n/(n +m), where in the simulation +m = 1, 241 is
held fixed. We consider two levels:PTD = 0.4 (labeled asPTD = 1) andPTD = 0.6 (labeled asPTD =
2). The incorporation of this factor does not address the problem of how to obtainDtrn andDval for local
spatial predictor selection; in the spatial setting, we randomly select the training and validation locations
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from the set of observed data locations.
Missing-Data Structure (MDS)
The number of elements contained inHval partially depends on the positioning of the validation locations
in the spatial domainD. Thus, in our simulation study we consider two types of missing data over the
spatial latticeD: missing in blocks (labeled asMDS = 1) and missing at random (labeled asMDS = 2),





































Figure 2: The training data locationsDtrn are given by a black plus sign. The validation data locations
Dval are given by a red circle. White indicates the spatial locations where no data were observed. The top
row represents the case wheren/(n +m) = 0.6 (PTD = 1) and the bottom row represents the case where
n/(n+m) = 0.4 (PTD = 2). The two panels display two types ofMDS to be considered in our simulation
study, given by missing in blocks in the left column (MDS = 1) and missing at random in the right column
(MDS = 2).
In Figure 2, spatial locations inDtrn are indicated by a black “+” and spatial locations inDval are indicated
by a red circle for each of the levels ofPTD. WhenPTD = 1, we setn = 720 andm = 521 for both levels
of MDS; and forPTD = 2, we setn = 521 andm = 720 for both levels ofMDS.
The Locally Selected Spatial Predictor (LSP)
Recall that in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 we introduced the concept of local selection and four LSPs: LSP based
on simple local predictor selection or SLS given by (12) (abbreviated as LSP-SLS), LSP based on moving
16
window predictor selection or MWS given by (15) (abbreviated as LSP-MWS), LSP based on nearest neigh-
borhood predictor selection or NNS given by (16) (abbreviated as LSP-NNS), and LSP based on Voronoi
polygon predictor selection or VPS given by (17) (abbreviated as LSP-VPS). In this section, our focus is on
comparing the squared prediction errors of these four LSPs to the squared prediction errors of the GSP and
that of the seven individual spatial predictors. Hence, we includeLSP as a factor at four levels: LSP-SLS
(labeled asLSP = 1), LSP-MWS (labeled asLSP = 2), LSP-NNS (labeled asLSP = 3), and LSP-VPS
(labeled asLSP = 4). We compute the LSPs from the seven spatial predictors given in Section 3.1.
To compute LSP-MWS and LSP-NNS, we need to specify the window’s radiusw (see (15)) and the
number of nearest neighborsg (see (16)), respectively. To calibrate these values for our simulation study,












Y (ui)− Ŷ PRD(ui,Ztrn)
)2
, (21)
where recall that̂Y PRD is a generic predictor. Notice that (21) depends on the hidden spatial processY (·),
which we want to predict, but in the simulation we know it.
We have 480 replications ofY (·). For each factor-level combination ofSNR, PTD, andMDS, we com-







, for Hval2 that depends on the moving
window’s radiusw = 1, 2, ..., 75. The calibrated value ofw corresponds to the LSP-MWS that mini-








, for Hval3 that depends on the number of nearest neighborsg = 1, 2, ...,m. The
calibrated value ofg corresponds to the LSP-NNS that minimizes the average ASPE overg. In Table 1,
we report the calibrated values of the window’s radiusw and the calibrated values of the number of nearest
neighborsg for each factor-level combination.
4.3 Assessment of LSPs
The ASPE is always positive and skewed, but a fourth-root transformation is a symmetrizing and variance-
stabilizing transformation that makes the response suitable for a formal analysis of variance (ANOVA); see























SNR MDS PTD Calibratedw Calibratedg
SNR= 1
MDS = 1 PTD = 1 48 699
MDS = 1 PTD = 2 37 440
MDS = 2 PTD = 1 2 6
MDS = 2 PTD = 2 24 144
SNR= 2
MDS = 1 PTD = 1 41 645
MDS = 1 PTD = 2 64 521
MDS = 2 PTD = 1 2 1
MDS = 2 PTD = 2 61 518
Table 1: The calibrated values of the window’s radiusw, used in MWS, and of the number of nearest
neighborsg, used in NNS, as defined in Section 2.3. These calibrated values are used in Section 4.3.
whereb = 1, 2, 3, 4, and the minimum in (22) is taken over PRD = TSK, SSP, EDW, FRK, MPP, SPD, and
LTK. Notice that if the average of PSE in (22) is positive over the 480 replications ofY (·), then the LSP
based onHvalb is considered “better than” any of the individual spatial predictorsand the GSP.
Thus, PSE in (22), can be considered the response in a paired experiment between the LSPs and the
global spatial predictors. Boxplots ofPSE(Ŷ (k̂(·,Z
trn;Hval
b
))) in (22) over the 480 replicates are approxi-
mately symmetric (see Figure 3). Thus, a formal ANOVA is reasonable for this setting.
In Table 2, we present results of an ANOVA with up to two-way interactions between the factors defined
in Section 4.2. Large F-statistics are highlighted in gray. We see that main effects for each factor in Section
4.2 corresponds to a large F-statistic, as do theMDS × PTD, MDS × LSP, andPTD × LSP interactions.
In Figure 4, we provide a main-effects plot associated with this ANOVA. Larger positive values of the
paired squared error in (22) are more favorable since that implies that the LSP is better than each of the GSP
and the individual spatial predictors. In the first panel of Figure 4, the PSE is larger when the SNR is larger,
which is intuitively reasonable (see the discussion in Section 4.2). In the second panel of Figure 4, the PSE
is larger when PTD = 0.4, which shows that local spatial prediction has an advantage when more resources
are put into the validation data.
In the third panel of Figure 4, the PSE is larger when the data are missing at random, which has im-
plications for spatial sampling design. Finally, in the fourth panel of Figure 4, LSP-MWS, LSP-NNS, and
LSP-SLS appear to have similar values of positive PPEs, while LSP-VPS is a distant fourth. In fact, LSP-
VPS has a main effect that in this simulation experiment isegative.
In Figure 5, we provide an interaction plot showing all the two-way interactions associated with this


































































































































Figure 3: Boxplots of the PSE response variable in (22) by levels of PTD andMDS. The top (bottom)
four boxplots have a signal-to-noise ratio fixed at SNR = 5 (SNR = 10). The left and right columns fix
MDS = 1 and 2, respectively. The top and bottom rows fixPTD = 1 and 2, respectively. Sample averages
are indicated by a green circle.
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Source DF SS×10−3 MS×10−3 F
SNR 1 0.96 0.96 7.91
PTD 1 21.3 21.3 174.71
MDS 1 43.73 43.73 358.76
LSP 3 218.57 72.86 597.67
SNR× PTD 1 0.03 0.03 0.27
SNR× MDS 1 0.02 0.02 0.13
SNR× LSP 3 0.61 0.2 1.68
PTD× MDS 1 6.2 6.2 50.86
PTD× LSP 3 4.19 1.4 11.46
MDS× LSP 3 41.54 13.85 113.58
Residual 461 56.2 0.1219
Total 479 393.35
Table 2: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) onPSE(Ŷ (k̂(u,Z
trn;Hval
b
))), for up to two-way interactions. In the
table, the column Source indicates the source of variability used in the ANOVA; DF denotes degrees of
freedom; SS denotes sum of squared error; MS denotes mean squared error; and F denotes the F-statistic
associated with the Source. Large F-statistics are highlighted in gray. There are a total of 32 factor-level
combinations.
LSP, and PTD and LSP that we saw in Table 2 is visualized in the appropriate parts of Figure 5. Clearly,
LSP-VPS does very poorly when the data are missing at random. Also, none of the line plots crosses over,
so the conclusions from Figure 5 hold consistently at all levels of interacting factors.
In the next section we demonstrate use of the LSP on a very large spatial dataset of mid-tropospheric
carbon dioxide.
5 Application: Global Mid-Tropospheric Carbon Dioxide
We demonstrate local predictor selection using a very large spatial dataset of 74,367 measurements of global
mid-troposphericCO2 in parts per million (ppm). The data were obtained between−60◦ and90◦ latitude
from Februrary 1 through Februrary 9, 2010, by the Atmospheric InfraRed Sounder (AIRS) instrument on
board the Aqua satellite (Chahine et al., 2006); no data were released below−60◦ latitude. The AIRS
instrument collects measurements in the form of spectra and requires the use of retrieval algorithms to
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Figure 4: Main-effects plots for the ANOVA of Table 2, using PSE in (22) as the response andSNR, PTD,







































Figure 5: Two-way interaction plots for the ANOVA of Table 2, using PSE in (22) as the response andSNR,
PTD, MDS, andLSP from Section 4.2 as the factors.
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5.1 Testing Data
To determine theHval we finally use, we set aside a furtherq observations to compare LSPs based on
different choices forHval. We refer to these astesting data, whose locations are denoted asDtst ≡ {ststj :
j = 1, ..., q}, whereDtst∩Dval = Dtst∩Dtrn = ∅. Hence, the total size of the dataset isn+m+ q, which












In Section 5.2, our selection ofHval will be based on minimizingRSTE(Ŷ PRD).
Recall that our dataset consists of 74,367 observations. The data were randomly split into training,
validation, and testing datasets withn = 44, 621 (60% of the data),m = 27, 746 (38% of the data), and
q = 2, 000 (2% of the data), respectively. The training, validation, and testing datasets are displayed in
Figure 6. We need to predictY (·) atDval andDtst, and we impose a regular grid on the globe that is 1.25
degrees longitude by 1 degree latitude. The nodes of the regular grid are the prediction locations that will
form our spatial map, and henceD = Dtrn ∪ Dval ∪ Dtst ∪ {u = (i, j) : i = −60,−59, ..., 89, 90, j =
−180,−178.75, ..., 178.75, 180}.
5.2 Local Spatial-Predictor Selection for Mid-TroposphericCO2
In this section, we perform local predictor selection based on the four spatial predictors from Section 3.1
that are computationally efficient for very large spatial datasets, namely EDW, FRK, SPD, and LTK. Notice
that MPP with a comparable number of knots to FRK was not able to handle the computations required for
this example, and it is well known that TSK and SSP are not scalable to larger data sizes.
Using the training data displayed in the top panel of Figure 6, we calculated the four spatial predictors,
Ŷ EDW, Ŷ FRK, Ŷ SPD, andŶ LTK. All of our computations were performed on a dual quad core 2.8 GHz
2x Xeon X5560 processor, with 96 Gbytes of memory. In Figure 7, we see that spatial predictions of mid-
troposphericCO2 based on SPD suggest thatY (·) is progressively smaller (larger) for negative (positive)
latitudes. Predictions of mid-troposphericCO2 using EDW, FRK, and LTK show the same pattern, but the
predicted surfaces are less smooth than that for SPD.
In the left column of Figure 8, maps are given of the optimalk̂(·) given by (12), for simple local predictor
selection (Hval1 ), moving-window predictor selection withw = 5
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Figure 6: A spatial dataset made up of of 9 days of measurementsof global mid-troposphericCO2 in parts
per million (ppm). The data were collected between−60◦ degrees and90◦ degrees latitude from Februrary 1
through Februrary 9, 2010. The data were then randomly split into training, validation, and testing datasets
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Figure 7: Spatial prediction of mid-troposphericCO2 concentrations using EDW, FRK, SPD, and LTK.
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Figure 8: In the left column, the selected predictor is reported location-by-location. The colors represent the
predictor that was selected at the nodes of the regular grid for the AIRSCO2 dataset. Each panel represents
a different choice ofHval(·), which is indicated by its title. Note that no predictions are made below latitude
−60◦, since AIRS has not released any observations there. In the right column, the LSPs are reported; each
panel represents a different choice ofHval(·). From top to bottom: simple local (SLS), moving-window
(MWS), nearest-neighborhood (NNS), and Voronoi-polygon (VPS) predictor selection.
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selection withq = 15 (Hval3 ), and Voronoi-polygon predictor selection (H
val
4 ). After inspecting the maps,
there does not appear to be a single value ofk ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} that dominates over any specific region on
the globe. When using moving-window predictor selection, FRK is selected at 34.16% of the prediction
locations, SPD is selected at 33.15% of the prediction locations, LTK is selected at 18.57% of the prediction
locations, and EDW is selected at 14.12% of the prediction locations. When using nearest-neighborhood
predictor selection SPD is selected at 35.89% of the prediction locations, FRK is selected at 29.74% of the
prediction locations, LTK is selected at 17.68% of the prediction locations, and EDW is selected at 16.70%
of the prediction locations. Compare this to the GSP, which selects FRK.
The maps of LSPs are given in the right column of Figure 8. The LSP (in each panel) displays a pattern
closer to that of EDW, FRK, and LTK, than to SPD shown in Figure 7; however, the prediction map is less
smooth when using LSP than when using any of the four individual spatial predictors. This suggests that
each of the individual spatial predictors may be too smooth and LSP can be used to identify this.
In Table 3, theroot average squared testing error(i.e., RSTE given in Section 5.1) is reported for EDW,
FRK, SPD, LTK, and the four LSPs based onHval given by SLS, MWS, NNS, and VPS. Each LSP (except
VPS) appears to be performing as well or better than the individual spatial predictors at the testing locations
(Dtst). The smallest value of RSTE corresponds to LSP-MWS, suggesting that moving-window selection
is the most appropriate selection method. Based on the RSTE in Table 3, FRK appears to be performing the
best among the four individual spatial predictors; however, the incorporation of EDW, SPD, and LTK with











Table 3: The root average squared testing error (RSTE) definedin Section 5.1, for individual spatial pre-
dictors, GSP, and LSPs, applied to the global mid-troposphericCO2 dataset. Moving-window predictor
selection (LSP-MWS) is performed with radiusw = 5 degrees. Nearest-neighborhood predictor selection
(LSP-NNS) is performed withg = 15.
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6 Discussion
In this paper, we propose criteria to compare and select from a finite number of spatial predictors defined on
a (possibly irregular) spatial latticeD ≡ {u1, ...,uN} ⊂ Rd. The criteria are empirically based, reflecting
the nonparametric assumptions in our model and the large datasets available to us. Further, our approach
allows us to see at which locations an individual spatial predictor is performing well in comparison to the
other predictors. This leads naturally to the idea of selecting predictors optimally, location-by-location; the
result is a new, hybrid spatial predictor, which we call a locally selected predictor (LSP).
We have developed the notion of local prediction selection using local squared validation error. We
have shown that an obvious LSP exists at validation locations, and we have provided a variety of ways to
select predictors at locations that are not used for validation, which includes simple local predictor selec-
tion, moving-window predictor selection, nearest-neighborhood predictor selection, and Voronoi-polygon
predictor selection.
Our simulations in Section 4 were based on a full-rank random-effects model using Fourier spatial
basis functions, but the predictors from which optimal selections were made came from a variety of types.
Using the average (over simulations) of the average (over all locations inD) squared prediction error as our
criterion, we demonstrated that LSPs generally outperform the globally selected predictor (GSP).
We also demonstrated how to implement LSP in practice using a very large spatial dataset of mid-
troposphericCO2. Furthermore, the root average squared testing error indicates that one can obtain im-
provements in spatial predictions when using moving-window predictor selection. In this example, the data
suggest that fixed rank kriging (FRK) and the stochastic partial-differentiation approach (SPD) perform
comparably and are better at more prediction locations than the negative-exponential-distance weighting
approach (EDW) and the lattice-kriging approach (LTK). However, an LSP that incorporates FRK, EDW,
SPD, and LTK results in an even better spatial predictor.
Estimates of the mean squared prediction error for the LSPs is an important problem that has not been
developed in this paper. A simple statistic one might use to quantify the uncertainty of the LSPs isLSVE(k̂)
from (5). Burnham and Anderson (1998) suggest obtaining mean squared prediction errors using the statis-
tical model behind the globally selected predictor, however this is likely to lead to overly optimistic values.
Furthermore, this will not work if one of the spatial predictors (e.g., EDW) does not come with a measure
of prediction uncertainty. In line with the methodology presented in this paper and the concept of model
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averaging, we expect that an appropriate quantification of the uncertainty of the LSP-MWS (for example)





(k)(u,Ztrn; Hval2 ); u ∈ D,
where{wk(u) : k = 1, ...,K} are local non-negative weights that sum to 1, andLSVE(k) is given by (5).
A more parametric approach to predictor selection is to use information criteria (e.g, Bradley et al.,
2012), which avoids having to divide the data up for different purposes, but it involves making more as-
sumptions. Spatial-predictor selection using this approach will be reported on elsewhere.
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7 Appendix: Technical Result
In this appendix, we prove the technical result stated in (10).











; j = 1, ...,m.
Proof: By the definition of̃k(svalj ,Z
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; j = 1, ...,m. (23)
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NowHval is given in (9) and hence by the definition ofk̂(svalj ,Z
trn;Hval) in (6), we have
(Z(svalj )− Ŷ
(k̂)(svalj ,Z
trn))2 ≤ (Z(svalj )− Ŷ
(k̃)(svalj ,Z
trn))2; j = 1, ...,m. (24)
Substituting the equation,Z(svalj ) = Y (s
val
j ) + ǫ(s
val
j ), into (24) and canceling terms, we have
(Y (svalj )− Ŷ
(k̂)(svalj ,Z





≤ (Y (svalj )− Ŷ
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= 0. Thus, when taking the expected value of (25), we
have forj = 1, ...,m,
E
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Combining the inequalities in (23) and (26), we obtain (10), which is the desired result.
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